SUBJECT: COUNCIL OF REPRESENTATIVES

AS PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED, THE COUNCIL OF REPRESENTATIVES WILL MEET IN REGULAR SESSION IN THE CENTRE WILLIAM RAPPARD, STARTING IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING ON WEDNESDAY, 5 JUNE (SEE GATT/AIR/2155), AND CONTINUING ON 6 JUNE IF NECESSARY.

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE PROPOSED FOR THE AGENDA:

1. SAUDI ARABIA - REQUEST FOR OBSERVER STATUS (L/5800)
2. "TRADE POLICIES FOR A BETTER FUTURE" - REPORT BY AN INDEPENDENT STUDY GROUP
3. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES FOR GATT, AND STATUS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 1982 MINISTERIAL WORK PROGRAM
4. JAPAN - MEASURES ON IMPORTS OF LEATHER - FOLLOW-UP ON THE PANEL REPORT (L/5523)
5. EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY - TARIFF TREATMENT ON IMPORTS OF CITRUS PRODUCTS FROM CERTAIN COUNTRIES IN THE MEDITERRANEAN REGION - PANEL REPORT (L/5776, C/W/462, C/W/465, C/W/468)
6. URUGUAY - IMPORT SURCHARGES - REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF WAIVER (L/5809, C/W/473)
7. INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE - REPORT OF THE JOINT ADVISORY GROUP (ITC/AG(XVIII)/98)

MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL, OTHER CONTRACTING PARTIES, OTHER GOVERNMENTS WITH OBSERVER STATUS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS WITH OBSERVER STATUS ARE INVITED TO INFORM ME OF THE NAMES OF THEIR REPRESENTATIVES BY TUESDAY, 4 JUNE.

A. DUNKEL

85-0952